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The simultaneous production of pion resonances and strange particles was investigated. The
simultaneous production of p 0 mesons and A-K pairs was observed in events characterized
by charged particle multiplicity ns = 4 and having cross sections upo = 20 ± 8 ~b. Cross
sections for the production of w and YJ resonances are presented. The 1340-MeV peak in
the distribution of four-pion effective masses is discussed.
INTRODUCTION

THE present work, performed with a 24 -liter
propane bubble chamber, [i] has continued the
study of strange-particle [z-s] and pion production
in a 7 .5-GeV/c 1r- beam. We studied the pion resonances produced in the interactions

~c + p---+ I~. + K- + p (n) + mrr.
0

,

K 0 +K++p(n)+mrr.
K 0 +~++mrr.

K 0 + ~-+ mrr.

where m is the number of pions. The following
criteria governed the selection of reactions with
protons:
1) No proton evaporation tracks are observed
in a star including an A hyperon or K meson
(A-K or K-K pair).
2) The combined charge of all secondary particles is zero.
3) No more than one baryon is identified in an
event.
4) The target mass [S] is less than or equal to
the nucleonic mass.
5) The missingmassC 7J w = (~E2-j~pj2)1/2,
where
n
-

~ E;,
i=l

-I ~ P;j > 0.
'1.=1

+

IKo + j{o + p (n) + mrr.

!J.E=E0

n

IPo I

( A (~ 0 ) + K 0 + mrr.
A(~ 0 ) K+
mrr.

+

are the energy and momentum differences between
the primary and secondary particles, must be real.
Because of the primary-particle momentum
spread the criterion (5) applies only to events in
which

In cases where the given conditions were not
fulfilled, the primary -pion momentun;t was varied
within the permissible range in calculating the
missing mass. Whenever w2 remainea negative
for the maximum possible variation of the primaryparticle momentum the corresponding event was
excluded.
The effective masses of different pion combinations were computed from

M2 err = (E1 + E2 + ... + E;) 2 - (Pi+ pz + ... + p;)2,
where Ei and Pi are the energies and momenta
of the created pions. Errors in determining the
effective mass depend on the accuracy with which
coordinates, momenta, and angles were measured
in our chamber. [B] The ratio ~Meff /Meff, where
~Meff is the error in the effective mass, is almost
independent of Meff· For different pion systems
the rlhs relative errors are as follows:
No. of pions:

n

[ (t1M eff/M effl ]'/,, %:

!J.p =Po -lj P;
i=l

1 )Institute of Atomic Physics, Rumanian Academy of Sciences, Bucharest.
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The accompanying table gives data regarding
the numbers of events used in plotting the effective mass spectra for different multiplicities ns.
All events were divided into two groups. The first
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N

No. of events
excluded on No. of
No. of the basis of retained
events the missing
events
mass and

target mass

{
x•{
A

2
4
2
4

255
116
327
162

24
28
15
18

231
88
312
144

group (A) consists of interactions for which either
both strange particles of a pair (A, K 0•+) were registered or only the A. The second group includes
interactions where either both K mesons (K-K
pairs) are visible in the chamber, or only one K.
v0 events that cannot be identified uniquely were
considered to be A hyperons on the basis of the
conclusions reached in [s]
1. THE p MESON

Much experimental and theoretical work has
been done on the production and properties of p
mesons (see the bibliography in [ 1o]). The p
quantum numbers (J, P, I, G)= ( 1, -1, 1, 1) can
be regarded as firmly established. Some publications [1!] have emphasized the predominant production of p in events with small four-momentum
transfer, as well as the p production accompanied
by N 312 , 312 isobar production. [t 2 J There is still
insufficient information available regarding p production in 1r--p interactions involving strangeparticle production. Peyrou et al. [ 13 ] have studied
K 0 -K. 0 and A0 -K pair production by 10-GeV/c 7rmesons in hydrogen without discovering p mesons.
The present work presents proof of p 0 production accompanying strange-particle production. We
have established that p 0 is produced only in events
with charged-particle multiplicity ns = 4. The contribution of p 0 mesons to the effective mass distribution of 1r +-1r- combinations for the group of
events in which a A is produced amounts to 11
± 2%, which corresponds to a cross section of 20
± 8 J,tb. Figure 1 shows a histogram and an ideogram of the effective mass distribution of 7f +-7fcombinations for events with ns = 4 and A production. As a background curve Fig. 1 shows the
smooth distribution of masses M7r'~'7r'~' in A-producing events. This distribution agrees well with
a curve calculated from statistical theory (see
Sec.·3).
The M1r+1r- distribution in K 0-producing events
also exhibits an energy corresponding to a p 0 meson (Fig. 2), which here comprises at most 5% of
all events. If it is considered that approximately
% of events with registered K 0 mesons are among
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FIG. la. Effective mass spectrum of rr+rr- combinations
for ns = 4 events with A hyperon. The curve was calculated
from statistical theory, which furnishes a good description of
the M17 +17 + spectrum.
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FIG. lb. Ideogram of effective masses of rr+ ,- combinations. The dashed curves are Tf and w resonance peaksJ 12 • 15 ]
The background curve was normalized for events with M > 0.8
GeV. The shaded region represents the normalization error
spread.

FIG. 2. Effective mass spectrum for 112 K"-producing
events (367 combinations) with charged-particle multiplicity
ns = 4. The smooth curve is based on statistical theory and
the Mrr+rr+ mass spectrum.
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the A-K 0 pair-producing events, [3 ] and we take
into account the established percentage of p 0 productions accompanying A-K 0+ pairs, it may be
concluded that the p 0 peak of this distribution results from events in which A-K 0 pairs are produced. The position of the peak in the spectrum
for stars with a A and the half-width calculated
from the Breit-Wigner formula are M 0 = 730 MeV
and r'/2 = 80 MeV. The natural width r was determined from (r/2) 2 = (r'/2) 2 - ~M 2 , where r'
is the experimental width and ~M is the resolving
power for the region of the peak at 26 MeV.
An analysis of events in the region of the p 0
peak yields the following results:
1. The production of p 0 mesons is entirely insensitive to the magnitude of transferred fourmomentum I~ 12. Figure 3 shows the Mrr+rr- distributions for A-producing events (ns = 4) involving different amounts of transferred momentum:
a) 1~1 < 700 MeV, b) 1~1 < 900 MeV, and
c). I~ I < 1100 MeV. If 650-850 MeV is taken to
be the p 0 region, the contribution of this region
is 31 ± 9% in case a, 32 ± 6% in case b, and 30
± 5% in case c; these three values are thus seen
to coincide. A similar result was obtained in an
investigation of multiple pion production at 10
GeV/c. [i 4 J It has been noted in some publications
that at low primary energies p 0 production occurs
predominantly with low momentum transfer I ~ I
< 400-500 MeV.
N

but is peaked more strongly forward. The rr +, rr -,
and p 0 c.m.s. angular distributions are characterized by the following forward/backward ratios:

-;~+!;;+~ = 1.34 ± 0.19,
-;,_;;;,_ =

-;p,;;;p, =

1.43 ± 0.17,
2.6 ± 0.7.

p0

3. In the
rest system the pions have analmost isotropic distribution (Fig. 5); according to
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test there is an 8% probability of coincidence with an isotropic distribution.
N
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FIG. 4. p 0 angular distribution in 17--p system (n 8 = 4).
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FIG. 5. Distribution of angles ry* for
decay in the p 0 rest system (n 8 = 4).
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FIG. 3. M17 + 17- spectra for A-producing events (n 8 = 4)
with different amounts of momentum transfer between baryons.

2. The p 0 angular distribution in the pion-proton
c.m.s. (Fig. 4) duplicates qualitatively the distribution of rr+ mesons accompanying A production,C 2J

FIG. 6. MA 17 ± distribution for events where 650 < M17 +17= 4).

< 850 MeV. (M 17 +17- for other pions; n 8

4. Our data do not conflict with the simultaneous production of p 0 and Yf having a mass of 1380
MeV. Figure 6 shows the mass distribution of A-rr±
combinations for all 7T'f not included in the region
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FIG. 7.

spectrum for p 0 -producing events (650
< M1T+1T- < 850 MeV). Light smooth curve- M"+"+ spectrum
from w meson events based on[' 2 ]; thick curve- M1T+1T- distribution from A-producing events; ns = 4.
M1T+1T-

650-850 MeV of the p 0 peak but produced along

with n'~' in this region. Investigations devoted to
the search for p 0 show that in some events (as
in. [ 12 ]) where n + -p interactions occur a nucleonic
isobar N3; 2 , 3; 2 is produced along with p 0•
5. The mean momenta of p 0 produced in our reactions were (in Ge VIc units )

li:= 0.627,

P:L

=

0,250,

PP =

2.67,

PPl_ =

0.423.

Pp

Here
is the c.m.s. mean p 0 momentum, Pp is
the mean lab. system p 0 momentum, PpL is the
longitudinal c.m.s. momentum, and Ppl is the
transverse momentum.
2. THE w,

AND 6 MESONS

1),

The low efficiency (10%) of y registration in
our chamber along with inexact knowledge of the
primary -beam momentum prevented us from investigating directly the production of 1J and w
particles, for which we obtained only indirect in-

N
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formation. In the effective mass distribution of
n +n- combinations for ns = 4 there is an excess
of events above the phonon curves (Fig. I) in regions corresponding to values of Mn+n- associated with 1J and w mesons. The values of Mn+nfor n± from 1J and w decays lie in the range from
2mn to mT),W- mn, i.e., from 0.28 to 0.64 GcV,
for w, and up to 0.31 GeV for 1). Assuming that
the given discrepancies actually are due to TJ and
w particles, we can estimate the contributions of
these resonances. Using Dalitz plots from [ 12 • 15 ],
we obtained Mn+n- distributions from 1J and w
decays, which were fitted to the experimental distribution along with the background curve and the
Breit-Wigner curve for p 0 (Fig. lb). The results
show that a 1J meson decaying according to 1J
- n + n- n° is produced in 4 ± 2% of the events
while w - n +n- n° in 13 ± 2% of the events. The
corresponding cross sections are (JTJ = 7 ± 5 11b
and (Jw = 24 ± 9 Jlb.
If it is assumed that the excess of events in the
M7T+7T- distribution around 500 MeV results from
w decay, our data reveal simultaneous p 0 and w
production. Indeed, this conclusion results from
the Mn+n- spectrum shown in Fig. 7 for events in
which the effective mass of the two other pions is
found in the p 0 region ( 650 < Mn+n- < 850 MeV).
We estimated that the cross section for simultaneous p 0 and w production is :510 Jlb. Like p 0 production, w production is insensitive to the amount
of transferred momentum (Fig. 3).
The mass spectra of n + n- combinations for
charged-particle multiplicity ns = 2 are identical
for A- and K 0 -producing events, but differ entirely
from the case of ns = 4. Figure Sa shows the ma~s
spectrum of n + n- combinations for ns = 2. Events
are grouped around the masses ~ 400 and 600-700
MeV and the spectra are similar for stars with A
or K 0• The peak at 400 MeV can be accounted for
by the presence of an excited hyperon Y * in the
MAn± spectra, and also by an admixture of events
with nonuniquely identified particles (i.e., when a
K particle was taken to be a pion).
The maximum at Mn+n- = 630 MeV can be iden-
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FIG. Sa. Mass spectrum of"+_"_ combinations for ns = 2,
including events with a registered A hyperon and events with
a K0 meson.
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FIG. 9. M17 +17- spectra of pions forming the 1340-MeV peak
in the mass distribution of the 4rr system. a - 1300 < M77 +77< 1400 MeV; b - 1400 < M77 +77- < 1600 MeV.

tified with the previously observed ?; meson. Since
the ?; mass varies in different investigations,
Roos [ 16 ] suggested that two different t mesons
exist, with the masses M;o± = 565 ± 10 MeV and
M0 o± = 625 MeV. The proofs advanced for the existence of t- and 6 mesons are still insufficiently
reliable; in [ 11 , 12 • 17 ] these particles were not detected. Our results furnish no additional evidence
for the existence of these mesons. Our data permit a different interpretation of the peak at M7r+7r= 630 MeV,-that the peak results from the influence of resonance in K+ -1r- or K 0-1r- systems at
M = 880 MeV. The MK+1r- distributions for A-K+
pair-production events indicate a certain fraction
of K* resonances with the mass 880 MeV. Events
producing this resonance lie in the region of the
~ 630-MeV peak of the M7r+7r- distribution (Fig. 8b)
if K+ mesons are here replaced by 1r+ mesons. An
investigation of the MK07r± and MK±1r'F spectra
showed that in K-K pair-producing events with
ns = 2 there are no resonances in the K-1r system.
Therefore the events forming the peak at ~ 63 0
MeV evidently belong to A-K 0+ pairs. 2 >
3. 47r SYSTEM
At the 1962 Geneva conference we reported [ 9 ]
the possibility of resonance in a four-pion system.
The mass of this resonance was given as 1340 ± 70
MeV, and the proposed decay schemes were

2 )Events with one registered K0 can be divided as follows:
';. - events with A-K 0 pairs, and 'I, - events with K-K pairs.

Figure 9 shows the M7r+ 1r- and M7r'F7r'F distributions
for 7r± mesons forming a peak in the M47r distribution that is shown in Fig. 10 a, b ( 1. 3 < M41r < 1. 4
Ge V). Old statistical data were in an attempt used
at a more critical verification of this peak and its
properties.
A. It was necessary to demonstrate that the addition of background events does not result in a
nonuniform distribution. Using ionization measurements, 6 electrons, and an investigation of the
missing mass, we were able to distinguish events
which can be associated with A-K+ pairs and with
K 0(K 0 ) -K- (K+) pairs. The mass distribution of
K+ 1r- 1r +1r- or K- 1r +1r- 1r + systems (where K+ and Kwere regarded as pions) includes no accumulations
in the region of the peak, which is also unaffected
by 1r- -C interactions or interactions with quasifree nucleons.
B. The background in the effective -mass distribution was evaluated by different methods. The
statistical background for the effective-mass distribution of v particles (v = 1, 2, 3, ... ) was represente<:l by curves based on the expression [ 20 ]
dWjdWv

= f (T)

{IT (2s + 1) j IT Nj!} Q;" dw (iVlnMv)/dMv,
0i

i

j

where f( T ), II ( 2s + 1 )ui, and IINj! are coefficients taking into account isospin, spin, and the
identity of particles. Phase-space curves of
dw(MnMv)/dMv were calculated using the method
proposed in [ 20 ]. Here !Ji is the Lorentz -contracted interaction volume, which for pions is
given by
Q;"

=

1
(2tt)a

4n ( ').. )a 1

3

rn;;

Yc '

where mn is the pion mass, Yc is the Lorentz
factor, and A. is a fitting parameter. Since we
are here concerned with events in which strange
particles are produced and are not making comparisons with other reactions, the choice of an
interaction volume for strange particles does not
play an essential role. The phase-space curves
corresponding to A-K and K0-K 0 pair-production
chanl)els were plotted on the basis of the experimental ratio between the numbers of A-K 0 and
K0-K 0 pairs. 3 >

3 ) A detailed comparison between these results and calculations based on statistical theory, together with a discussion of the choice of the interaction volume for strange particles will be published later.

------------------
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FIG. lOa. Effective-mass distribution of 77+77-77+77- system for 151 events. The smooth background curve is based on statistical theory; the dashed background histogram was calculated by the Monte Carlo method.
FIG. lOb. Ideogram of effective masses of 77+77""77+77- system.

Figure 1 Oa shows the background distributions;
the smooth curve was obtained from statistical
theory and the dashed histogram was calculated by
the Monte Carlo method. The difference between
the two background curves can be attributed to the
fact that the statistical calculation did not take into
account the channels involving resonances, 4 > which
because of their large number make a considerable combined contribution. In the Monte Carlo
calculation the effective masses were calculated
using a random selection of momenta, energies,
and angles from the experimental data. Resonance
states could evidently influence this result. Figure lOa shows that the mass peak at 1340 MeV is
outside the limits of 2-2.5 standard deviations.
C. The values of Mrr+rr- for the events in the
1340-MeV peak region of the M4rr distribution
( 1.3 GeV ~ M4rr ~ 1.4 GeV) are grouped about
550 MeV and the p 0 mass. The first of these two
regions is the portion of the Mrr+rr- spectrum which
we are inclined to assign to w production. It was
considered how these two peaks can influence the
M4rr spectrum.
If two particles ( 2 and 3) out of three form a
bound state, the properties of a Dalitz plot can be
used to evaluate the influence of this bound state
on the mass spectrum of particles 1 and 2. If the
bound state of particles 2 and 3 with fixed mass

4 )The statistical-theory calculations neglecting resonance channels do not agree with experiment[•] with regard
to the number of 77° mesons. The result is changed by introducing channels with known resonances, and the mean number of 77° mesons becomes close to the number obtained from
y raysJ •]

m 2, 3 decays isotropically and the decay energy of
these particles is small, the mt, 2 distribution can
exhibit a narrow peak simulating a resonance of
particles 2 and 3. Let us take a p 0 meson with
lit= 0.75 GeV as the first particle and a 2rr system with m 2 = 0.55 GeV as the second particle.
The third particle will be a rr 0 meson forming
with the second particle a bound state, which is
an w meson having m 2, 3 = 0. 78 GeV; the minimum
total energy of all three particles will then be M
= m 2 , 3 +lit = 1.53 GeV. For this value of M the
mass spectrum of particles 1 and 2 (in the M4rr
spectrum) can exhibit a peak at m 1 2 = 1.32 MeV
calculated from [ 2t]
'

If M is increased slightly to 1.6 GeV, the calcu-

lation gives the range 1.32 < m 1, 2 < 1.43 GeV.
Similarly, assuming that the mass spectrum
of rr±rr 0 combinations from w decay is the same
as the Mrr+rr- spectrum and using the scheme
No. of particles
Type of particles
Mass, GeV
Bound state

1

2

p~7t+1t- ?t+-

3
?t+rto

0.75 0.14
0.55
..____,__..
m., = 0.78

our calculations show that in the Mrr=F7r'f7r± spectra
we can expect a peak due to p 0 and w mesons at
mass "'1000 MeV. The experimental spectrum
(Fig. 11) does actually include a peak rising above
the phase curve at "'1000 MeV.
The foregoing argument furnishes additional
support for the simultaneous production of w and
p 0 mesons in a single interaction. Moreover, the
peak at "'1340 MeV can indicate a resonance state
in a 571" system ( 1r +1r- 1r +1r-7ro) corresponding to the
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